For over 40 years, an indisputable internationally known brand, Giorgio
Piotto owes such reputation to the craftsmen with whom he creates
and manufactures his products. Giorgio Piotto, the company owner,
has transformed the family workshop in an artisan company with a
contemporary and refined approach.
He continues today his search towards the realization of complete
furnishing, for a home that is founded on aesthetics and beauty, united
by the passion for wood and nature. Today, more than ever, wood is the
true protagonist. An age-old living material which gives inspiration to
artists and craftsmen alike ... unique and inimitable. All furniture and
boiseries are made of the noblest solid woods such as walnut, cherry
and oak. Each production phase, of every single product, is carefully
checked: from the selection of wood, its distinguishing flame and grain,
to the sanding and transformation, the chiselling of the woodworker,
whose highly skilled carvings and inlays enhance the quality, to the
polishing and finishing with stains and patinas, wax, colours and silver
and gold leaf. Addressing the market of large supplies, Giorgio Piotto
is the answer to the search for solutions of exclusive luxury, fully
satisfying the criteria for the realization of contract projects, such as
prestigious residences and luxury hotels.
Giorgio Piotto is a significant choice for those working in the sector,
both in terms of product and service.
Design, creativity and style characterize its production which is entirely
made in Italy by highly qualified personnel. Functionality and quality of
materials contribute to the durability of Giorgio Piotto furniture, which

is made with efficient technologies that respect the environment.
The handmade production guarantees a high level of customization. The high
quality of the design makes each item unique and allows the creation of new and
refined ambiences. Evocations of the past live again today in ambiences where
new emotions are revealed. The company offers interior furniture solutions that
can be fully customised. It devotes personalised attention to each client and offers
bespoke solutions where the interior plan is infused with the aesthetic factor,
making each setting special.

